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About This Content

Burning Bridges is the fourth episode of The Council’s 5-episode season. The Complete Season of The Council grants access to
all 5 episodes.

Louis de Richet enters the depths of Lord Mortimer’s island hunting truths about his mother and the other guests. The
mausoleum he finds there contains more secrets than he could possibly have predicted.

The fourth episode sees allegiances explained, rivalries come to a head, and the ghosts of the past begin to catch up to the
inhabitants of the island. Your decisions will haunt you as you decide the fate of Louis, Mortimer, and the world itself.

Continue your adventure in The Council Episode 4: Burning Bridges as new powers rise and your freedom to choose will
determine everything.
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Genre: Adventure, RPG
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Big Bad Wolf
Publisher:
Focus Home Interactive
Release Date: 25 Sep, 2018
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Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 (64-bit)

Processor: Intel Core i3-2125 (3.3 GHz)/AMD FX-4100 (3.6 GHz)

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1 GB, GeForce GTX 750/Radeon R7 360

Storage: 15 GB available space

Additional Notes: INTERNET CONNECTION REQUIRED FOR GAME ACTIVATION AND ONLINE GAME

English,French,German,Russian,Italian
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Nice game, i love this style !!. Luxor is normally a casual game. There are these snakes of coloured balls, you need to shoot
matching coloured balls to make them disappear, before they get to where they want to go. Same thing as "Zuma", except that
instead of your player being rooted to the spot and rotating to aim your gun, your gun can move left and right along the bottom
of the screen, and always shoots straight up. So - to me, it feels like Zuma crossed with Space Invaders.

This version has nice retro-futuristic arcade graphics, good fast pace, it has a feeling of needing high skill while not actually
being that difficult to play, a feeling of progression as you earn new power-ups - and they gain levels, and it has boss levels (yes
really!).

It really feels like an arcade game, when I was expecting something more like a mobile app. Which is a nice surprise!

I don't know if this is too obscure of a way of explaining, but it's a bit like the difference between "Space Invaders" and "Space
Invaders: Infinity Gene". I guess that's why it's called "Evolved". :). A nice little puzzler thats well polished and fun to play
through. Graphics and UI obviously designed for tablet audience but work well enough with PC/Mouse too. The difficulty level
is pretty similar all the way through with majority of puzzles in the easy/moderate range.

The variety is adequate with introduction of different brick types but the mice behaviour remains the same so its definately
nothing like 'Lemmings' which is mentioned in the description.

The level editor is a nice touch and the game would have benefit from Steam Workshop integration.

Overall a solid game with 5-10hrs of gameplay over 80 levels. Probably a bit much at full price but I picked it up -60% and for
that its well worth the price.. tbh, the price tag was the big reason why i never bought this game. not because i'm a cheapskate (i
kinda am, tho), but because i wasn't sure if i'd play it enough to get my money's worth. i'll play a game for a while, then never
play it again (i have an on again\/off again relationship with swtor). also, i didn't know if i still had the patience to learn a game
as complex as this one is. so, a few days ago, a deal popped up that was too good to pass up and i said, "what the hell," and took
the plunge.

the last few days i've been taking baby steps, not trying to overwhelm myself while getting used to playing an in-depth military
sim again after years of absence. now, after completing several tutorials, i see what i've been missing all this time. this took me
right back to my days of playing harpoon on my packard-bell 286 and various subsim games over the years. this is pretty much
every type of military sim all rolled into one with an amazing database of materiel to support it. i'm pretty much hooked already
and i'm not even playing real scenarios yet - a great sign. i can see that come winter, i'll still need a tan because this is what i'll be
doing in all my free time.. quite boring. Todd Rex wants YOUR steak. Are you gonna let him take it? No way! Go Home,
Dinosaurs! The game is surprisingly fun and addictive. It truly has a bunch of adorable characters too. It is quite cute and simple
at first, Yet, It get's fairly challenging as the game progresses.. It was before and it's back again.
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I'm glad that Nether is back, because no other title, if more well done, gave the same vibe as Nether did for me. It's still a buggy
mess, but seeing how quickly Fredaikis works on fixing the bugs, I have hope. I am a player from way back where all the
creatures seemed so real to me and truly frightened me to disgust. I played and tried to be tough, because if I quit fighting these
abominations, I'd be a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. I grew to liking down the line. I never accumilated insane hours as I
am pretty casual and try befriending players. Campers still frustrate me, but I still enjoy running alone or in a group to cover
another player's back.

I still love the difficulty and the fact that at no point will I be powerful enough to constantly stomp Nethers or players. I can get
good gear and levels, but if I die, I lose it all. I stock up on the global inventory, to have backup guns, but it's painful dying
because of character levels. None of them make me invincible, but they are convenient.

I'll take the best of my inventory, stock up on ammo and walk out just to rush back to safety 5 minutes later when my resources
are depleted and blood pressure is high. Ammo is gone, Healing is gone, I got a couple more nethers running at me and all I can
do is try and block with melee. *The risk that I took was calculated, but man, am I bad at math*
Still, I killed a bunch of nethers, gathered their stuff and sold everything to stock back up. I never feel too powerful or too weak.

Nether's environment is what inspires me about the apocalypses most. It's poorly made in-doors, but walking on the streets or
sitting on a roof gives the best impression. I've noticed that all buildings are a bit scaled down from the player's height, but that
only breaks my immersion when I have to go trough doorways. Otherwise, I find that almost everywhere I go, I want to take a
screenshot of how powerful the scenery is. You can still find floating objects, weird puddles, clipping textures or even fresh
textures, but I still do not notice it as much.

I've noticed some people saying some things about Fredaikis past being bad with games and I don't feel like that should be
affecting the reviews of the current game. I've not been around to see what has been done and am not interested in finding out,
so at the start of the new nether chapter, I'll keep it positive.

Things that annoy me a little bit
It still is quite difficult to understand where you COULD expect loot and where not, since a large and open building may only
posess a chance of having 1 lootable object. Barren fields usually have guns and gas statiosn usually have some food, but what
the hell are weapon parts doing in a sleeping bag and flares doing in a medbox?
I find many weapon parts and weapons, craft a full global inventory, but I have trouble finding ammo. 80% of the time, I buy
ammo from the gobal store and use it up quite quickly, having to resort to melee most of the encounters. Taking up large
objectives alone requires you to prepare quite well.
Safezone attacks are too often and have massive cooldowns. The killed enemies in the safezones respawn under a minute and
clearing one by one is impossible. Loved re-taking Lakeside solo. I repaired 5\/6 devices, but got pushed back by nethers and
had resources depleted. Risk everything to get the safezone back up and store my items just so some random can stab me once,
take my goodies, take the safezone and be the hero.
Arachnids are questionable to hit. Sometimes stand-up hitting it works, but sometimes it does not. Crouch-hitting it works best,
but then sometimes the blocked hits get through to you. They are quite annoying to deal with. Not hard, but annoying.

In the whole experience, when I take it slow and ration my supplies, I enjoy the experience so much. Recklessness gets me
killed, but playing it smart and running with a friend or two makes the experience the best I've had. I raise high hopes for this
game to get back up from dirt and succeed.. Typical racing game where instead of skill, you have rely on weapons and speed
boosts to get ahead.
The idea itself is ok. Actually, that would be my favourite type of racing game, but everything that could go wrong, does.
The controls and physics, the most important things in a racing game, are just horrible. It's not about them being unrealistic, they
didn't have to, nor did I wanted them to be realistic; I just wanted to actually being able to control my car.
The car just flies across the screen, spinning uncontrollably, hitting every obstacle in the way and literally flying in all directions.
There's no weight in it, and also, the game isn't really punishing you for hitting walls or even mines set by the other racers, so all
you have to, and can do, is just float forward at full speed, and hope for the best.
The tracks, other very important thing in racing game, are boring and unimaginative, to the point that you can't really distinguish
one part of the level from another (besides one part of the caves... too bad, the rest of it is just one long corridor with nothing in
it.)
Not to mention they even reusing the tracks in the campaign (to prolong it I assume,) which you have to complete, in order to
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unlock anything else. Normally I wouldn't mind unlocking stuff by playing the game, but when the game is that tedious, it's just
bothersome.
Even if it would be for free, I wouldn't recommend playing this game.
To think that after creating this, they somehow acquired right to make FlatOut sequel... It just baffles me.. buy it

play it

be happy
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Very nice program! I can make many sprites in no time, especially for in game store items that need same animation. I'm not an
animator and newbie graphic artist, but this program make all things easy. And the price is reasonable for an good program.

Looking for new feature that developer mention in youtube now.. Fun old school style RPG, which should frustrate instant-
gratification idiots who want everything handed to them.

If you take the time to peruse the manual and explore the game, you'll have a wonderful time.This edition seems like it was built
upon the updated (and less-buggy) engine used for its sequel, Wave of Darkness.

I highly recommend this, and worth getting Wave of Darkness, as well. Can't wait for the third game!. This game is
atmospheric, but sometimes you can get stuck on other planets with no way out.. Such a cute and endearing little game! Short,
sweet, and to the point. Really enjoyed it.. juego repetitivo aburrido sin variables. One of the best platformer parkour game.
10/10 for me.
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